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  Mixed texts

    I have half a bookshelf filled with all kinds of ideas and drafts  —  essays, opinion pieces, short stories, poems, songs, and some technical stuff. The list below will grow, but it will take the time it takes.

  I primarily write in Swedish and English, but occasionally there may be a piece in Danish as well. The language is indicated with small flags in the list.

    
    Before you download

    All works that can be downloaded here are protected by Swedish Law (1960:729) and international laws concerning copyrights of literary and artistic works. Editing the documents (including extending and/or reducing their content) is prohibited. The documents may be used freely for private reading. The documents may also be printed in connection with education, and their content may be used as instructional material provided that the author (Simon K. Jensen) is credited and applicable rules regarding compensation for the use of copyrighted works are applied. Other forms of replication and/or distribution are strictly prohibited.

    OK, I got it! 

       Non-Fictional
 Mathematics
 
    Title: A short introduction to the theory of inverted dice sums

      Subject: Dice rolls, multisets, partitions, probabilities, combinatorics.

      Year of publication: 2023. Format: A4/PDF. Pages: 19.

    

     
    Title: On an extended divisor product summatory function

      Subject: Divisor functions, largely composite numbers, number theory.

      Year of publication: 2023. Format: A4/PDF. Pages: 10.

    

     Computer science
 
    Title: En ultrakort introduktion till Python

      Subject: Grundläggande programmering.

      Year of publication: 2021. Format: A4/PDF. Pages: 38.

    

    Fictional
 Poetry
 
    Title: Sju dikter

      Subject: Poesi från en mörk period.

      Year of publication: 2022. Format: A4/PDF. Pages: 8.

    

     
    Title: Vi er mennesker

      Subject: Sangtekst, frihedssang (inkl. noder).

      Year of publication: 2019/2024. Format: A4/PDF. Pages: 1.

    

     Miscellaneous
 Dice games
 
    Title: Rules of the game Inverted Dice™

      Subject: Dice game.

      Year of publication: 2016. Format: A5/PDF. Pages: 5.

    

    
    Title: Rules of the game Two Domains™

      Subject: Dice game.

      Year of publication: 2023. Format: A4/PDF. Pages: 5.
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  Swedish

   www.simonjensen.com/texts

  information@simonjensen.com 


